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Discovery Physics at the LHC
Andreas Hoecker, CERN
Part 1 – Phenomenology 
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I. Phenomenology beyond the Standard Model





LHC, ATLAS and CMS: Experimental Challenges  
Searches at the LHC: SUSY, Extra Dimensions, Little Higgs
Lecture Themes
Lectures based on many, many sources… please contact me for a authorship questions
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Dark matter (and, perhaps, dark energy)
Baryogenesis and Leptogenesis
Grand Unification of the gauge couplings
The gauge hierarchy Problem 
The strong CP Problem (why is θ ~ 0 ?) 
Neutrino masses
Gravitation
( New Physics: why not ? [D.E. Kaplan] )
E m p i r i c a l   a n d   T h e o r e t i c a l
L i m i t a t i o n s   o f   t h e
S t a n d a r d   M o d e l 
  p i r i c a l   a n d    h e o r e t i c a l
 i  i t  t i       f   t  
 t     r        l 
E T
Neutrino masses and inclusion of gravity in the SM require new 
physics at the scales ~1014 GeV and ~1019 GeV, respectively. 
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Dark Matter
Dark matter does not emit or reflect 
sufficient electromagnetic radiation to 
be detected
Evidence for dark matter stems from:
gravitational lensing obs.
rotation curves galaxies
anisotropy of cosmic microwave 
background (blackbody) radiation
gravitational lensing
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Dark Matter
Dark matter does not emit or reflect 
sufficient electromagnetic radiation to 
be detected
Evidence for dark matter stems from:
gravitational lensing obs.
rotation curves galaxies
anisotropy of cosmic microwave 
background (blackbody) radiation
Image
Bullet cluster: Collision of galaxy clusters: baryonic 
matter, stars – weakly affected by collisions – and 
strongly affected gas (pink in picture), and collisionless 
dark matter (blue)
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Dark Matter
Dark matter does not emit or reflect 
sufficient electromagnetic radiation to 
be detected
Evidence for dark matter stems from:
gravitational lensing obs.
rotation curves galaxies







Mass density contours superimposed over photograph 
taken with Hubble Space Telescope
Interesting side effect: the observed 
pattern allows to derive limits on cross 
sections of self-interacting dark matter !
Bullet cluster: Collision of galaxy clusters: baryonic 
matter, stars – weakly affected by collisions – and 
strongly affected gas (pink in picture), and collisionless 
dark matter (blue)
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Dark Matter
? 2006 Nobel Price in Physics:                       
John C. Mather, and George F. Smoot                   
(COBE satellite)
Dark matter does not emit or reflect 
sufficient electromagnetic radiation to 
be detected
Evidence for dark matter stems from:
gravitational lensing obs.
rotation curves of galaxies
anisotropy of cosmic microwave 
background (blackbody) radiation
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arXiv:astro-ph/0603451
First peak determines curvature of universe
Second peak (ratio of odd-to-even peaks) determines reduced baryon density
Third peak is related to dark matter density !
Dark Matter
? 2006 Nobel Price in Physics:                       
John C. Mather, and George F. Smoot                   
(COBE satellite)
Data analysis reveals a flat universe and lots of unknown matter and energy !
Dark matter does not emit or reflect 
sufficient electromagnetic radiation to 
be detected
Evidence for dark matter stems from:
gravitational lensing obs.
rotation curves of galaxies
anisotropy of cosmic microwave 
background (blackbody) radiation
? Talk by Eiichiro Komatsu
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First peak determines curvature of universe
Second peak (ratio of odd-to-even peaks) determines reduced baryon density
Third peak is related to dark matter density !
Dark Matter
? 2006 Nobel Price in Physics:                       
John C. Mather, and George F. Smoot                   
(COBE satellite)
Data analysis reveals a flat universe and lots of unknown matter and energy !
Dark matter does not emit or reflect 
sufficient electromagnetic radiation to 
be detected
Evidence for dark matter stems from:
gravitational lensing obs.
rotation curves of galaxies
anisotropy of cosmic microwave 
background (blackbody) radiation
? Talk by Francisco Guzmán
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Dark Matter: The “WIMP Miracle”
Consider Some new particle χ
ffχχ ↔
During an early soup, its annihilation reaction is in thermal equilibrium 
As the soup expands it cools down, so that (assuming here: m(χ) ? m(f ), still remaining in 
thermal equilibrium) 
ffχχ →
When σA? H(T ), some χ freeze out and create weakly interacting dark matter ΩDM





mχυσΩ ∝ ∝ ⇒ DM 0.1    ~ 0.1 1 TeVmχΩ ≈ → −
COINCIDENCE ?
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Sakharov conditions (1967) for Baryogenesis
1. Baryon number violation ? new physics !
2. C and CP violation ? (probably) new physics !
3. Departure from thermodynamic equilibrium (non-stationary system)
Is baryon asymmetry initial condition ? Possible ?
Dynamically generated ?
Sakharov Conditions
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Grand Unification of the Gauge Couplings (GUT)
T. Kondo (KEK)
Electromagnetic and weak couplings 
unify at E ~100 GeV
When computing the renormalization 
group equations (=running) for the 
unified SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) couplings α1
(EM/hypercharge) α2 (weak), and α3
(strong), one finds that all three almost 
meet at E ~1015 GeV, but not quite !
SM extensions such as Supersymmetry 
(SUSY) with a characteristic mass 
scale of ~1 TeV can have the right 
properties to adjust the RGEs and allow 
for GUT at E ~1016 GeV
Exact unification does not need to occur, but wouldn’t it be very appealing if it did ?
It would be consistent with the speculation that the three couplings (forces) are in effect 
different manifestations of a single overarching gauge symmetry
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A Light Higgs ?
If a Higgs boson with mass < 1 TeV is discovered, the Standard Model is complete !


















k mm d k
k m
δ
Λ∞ +∝ + ⎯⎯⎯→ ∝ Λ
+∫ ∫where:
The cut-off sets the scale where new particles and physical laws must come in 
Above the EW scale we only know of two scales: GUT (~1016 GeV) and Planck (~1019 GeV)




0 cut-off120 GeVHm m C= = + ⋅Λ
The natural Higgs mass seems 
to be MPl rather than the 
experimentally favoured value…
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A Light Higgs ?
If a Higgs boson with mass < 1 TeV is discovered, the Standard Model is complete !
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+∫ ∫where:
The cut-off sets the scale where new particles and physical laws must come in 
Above the EW scale we only know of two scales: GUT (~1016 GeV) and Planck (~1019 GeV)




0 cut-off120 GeVHm m C= = + ⋅Λ
The natural Higgs mass seems 
to be MPl rather than the 
experimentally favoured value…
P.W. Higgs, Phys. Lett. 12 (1964) 132
Only unambiguous example 
of observed Higgs
[Old joke, plagiarized from D. Froidevaux, CERN]
Only unambiguous example 
of observed Higgs
[Old joke, plagiarized from D. Froidevaux, CERN]
BUT … don’t forget 
… the Higgs is not 
yet discovered !
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a theoretical concept
self-interacting scalar fields with non-
zero vacuum expectation values
an incarnation of the “Communist                 
Party since it controls the Masses”
[L. Alvarez-Gaumé at CERN summer school in Alushta]
a painful part of the first chapter in              
our PhD thesis …
Let’s follow Daniel Froidevaux some more:
The Higgs has been with us for four 
decades as:
P.W. Higgs, Phys. Lett. 12 (1964) 132
The Higgs 
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A single Slide on … the Higgs Mechanism
The fermion and gauge-boson masses of the SM are dynamically generated via the Higgs 
mechanism when spontaneously breaking electroweak symmetry
Recall the Higgs “Mexican hat” potential at T ≈ 0:
with vacuum expectation value:
2 42 2( )  ,    0V φ μ φ λ φ μ= + <
00







μυ λ= = − = =At T < TEW, the massless fermion fields interact 
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Geometric series yields massive propagator creating effective mass for fermion:
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Theoretical Arguments for a light (but not too light) Higgs
violating unitarity. The Higgs contributes with:
Unitarity: if only Z and γ are exchanged, the 
amplitude of (longitudinal) W+W– scattering is:
( ) ( ), 21ZA W W W W s tγ υ+ − + −→ ∝ +
( ) 22 2 2HH
H H
m s tA W W W W
s m t mυ
+ − + − ⎛ ⎞→ ∝ − +⎜ ⎟− −⎝ ⎠
Landau Pole: Higgs self-coupling in potential is UV 
divergent (? only good solution is “trivial”: λ(MW) → 0):
Higgs regularises
total amplitude, if 
mH not too large !
HH
Coupling λ increases with mass μ : 
{ }2 2 1 19 3( ) 53 ln ( / ) 300 (1500) GeV 10  (10 ) GeVHm λ υ υ υ−∝ < ⋅ Λ ≈ Λ =Landau pole leads to upper limit:
denominator  can be =0      
? Landau pole!
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Stability: for light Higgs (small λ), top quark 
contributions can decrease λ and make it negative; 
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Theoretical Arguments for a light (but not too light) Higgs
violating unitarity. The Higgs contributes with:
Unitarity: if only Z and γ are exchanged, the 
amplitude of (longitudinal) W+W– scattering is:
( ) ( ), 21ZA W W W W s tγ υ+ − + −→ ∝ +
( ) 22 2 2HH
H H
m s tA W W W W
s m t mυ
+ − + − ⎛ ⎞→ ∝ − +⎜ ⎟− −⎝ ⎠
Landau Pole: Higgs self-coupling in potential is UV 
divergent (? only good solution is “trivial”: λ(MW) → 0):
Higgs regularises
total amplitude, if 
mH not too large !
HH
Coupling λ increases with mass μ : 
{ }2 2 1 19 3( ) 53 ln ( / ) 300 (1500) GeV 10  (10 ) GeVHm λ υ υ υ−∝ < ⋅ Λ ≈ Λ =Landau pole leads to upper limit:
denominator  can be =0      
? Landau pole!
[limit very sensitive to top mass]
cut-off
Stability criterion: 
( ) 0,  λ μ μ> ∀ < Λ
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A Light Standard Model Higgs Boson
If indeed the mass of the Higgs is light it will be produced at the LHC     
? see Lorenzo Diaz’ lecture
Experimental result: e+e–→W+W– cross section 
measured at LEP2. Contribution which grows 
like s·me2 is cancelled by Higgs amplitude 
Higgs mass as a function of cut-off scale Λ
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A Light Standard Model Higgs Boson
If indeed the mass of the Higgs is light it will be produced at the LHC     
? see Lorenzo Diaz’ lecture
HH
Higgs mass from 
fit to electroweak 
data
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Standard Model Higgs @ LHC
Inclusive SM Higgs production cross section (left) and branching fractions (right)
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( ) 4H ZZ μ∗→ →
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2 2H WW μ ν→ →
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4H ZZ e∗→ →
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H γγ→
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The Hierarchy Problem
…denotes this finetuning of parameters, and the strong dependence of physics at the 
weak scale on the physics at (presumably) much higher scale.
If the loops are cut off at the scale of gravity, why is the scale of electroweak symmetry 
breaking so different from the scale of gravity? Why is mW  MPl ?









The Gauge Hierarchy Problem…










…denotes this finetuning of parameters, and the strong dependence of physics at the 
weak scale on the physics at (presumably) much higher scale.
If the loops are cut off at the scale of gravity, why is the scale of electroweak symmetry 
breaking so different from the scale of gravity? Why is mW  MPl ?
Equivalently, why is gravity so weak?
New physics appears not much above the EW scale and regularises the quadratic 
divergences. The “desert” between the EW and GUT/Planck scales is not empty!
New physics modifies the running of the couplings, approaching GUT to the EW scale. 
Gravity is not as weak as we think, it’s only diluted in our 4D world but it is as strong as EW 
interactions in, e.g., 5 or more dimensions,  (MPl)5D ~ O(TeV)
Anthropic principle: the theory is finetuned. Explanation for parameter determination is 
statistical rather than dynamic.
Possible solutions to the hierarchy problem:
The Gauge Hierarchy Problem…
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New Physics: Why Not ?
Why should there be a 
desert in the logarithmic 
energy scale ?
© David E. Kaplan, HCP 




















t, Z, W, H (?)
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What the New Physics Should Be …
Three diagrams give the largest contributions to the Higgs radiative corrections…
~ (500 GeV)2–(1/16π2)λ2Λ2Higgs loop
~ (700 GeV)2(9/64π2)g2Λ2Gauge boson loop
~ (2 TeV)2–(3/8π2)λt2Λ2Top loop
Contributions of 
diagrams, assuming           
Λcut-off ~ 10 TeV
The total mass-squared of the Higgs is the sum of these contributions and the tree-level 
What would be the cut-off (= new physics) scales if only small (~10%) finetuning existed
? Λtop < 2 TeV, Λgauge< 5 TeV, ΛHiggs < 10 TeV
Hence… with a new physics sensitivity of ~3 TeV, the LHC could discover the new physics !
To naturally cancel these divergences, the new physics should couple to the Higgs and 
should be related to the particles in the loop (top, gauge, Higgs) by some symmetry
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E x t e n d i n g   t h e
S t a n d a r d   M o d e l  ?
  t    i     t  
 t     r        l  
There are arguments against New Physics at 1 TeV:
Electroweak precision data
Flavour changing neutral currents
CP violation in flavour and non-flavour sector
Baryon and lepton number violation
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Some Observations Beforehand (II)
The hierarchy problem (among others) of the SM Higgs sector can be turned into 
a prediction that new physics is expected at the TeV scale
Since precision data do not give hints for new physics, we can use the data to constrain 
“effective models” that have the particle content of the SM, and where new physics is 
parameterized by loop operators suppressed by the new physics scale Λ > O(TeV).
The operators can be categorized by the symmetries they break, for example:
The question is: how to stabilize the light Higgs without violating the above bounds ?
The answer to this is by no means trivial, and the SM extensions discussed in the following 
only partially succeed in doing so … some apparent finetuning seems to be always involved
example only… many more indirect constraints
103 TeV(dbdb)/Λ2Flavour (1st,3rd family), CP
50 TeVmb(sσμνF μνb) /Λ2Flavour (2nd,3rd family), CP
104 TeV(dsds)/Λ2Flavour (1st,2nd family), CP
1012 TeV(QQQL)/Λ2Baryon number
O(Λ)OperatorsBroken symmetry
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E x t e n d i n g   t h e
S t a n d a r d   M o d e l 
  t    i     t  
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Supersymmetry (SUSY)
We saw that the light scalar Higgs boson is unprotected at GUT/ Planck scales
On the contrary, all the other light particles of the SM are protected against large scales:
Due to chiral symmetry, mass corrections to fermion are logarithmic in E (as opposed to quadratic)
Gauge symmetry protects the bosons (no correction to photon or gluon masses)
Fermion and boson loops contribute with different signs to the Higgs radiative corrections:   
if there existed a symmetry relating these two, this could protect the masses of the scalar !
Fermion loop
Boson loop
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Supersymmetry (SUSY)
We saw that the light scalar Higgs boson is unprotected at GUT/ Planck scales
On the contrary, all the other light particles of the SM are protected against large scales:
Due to chiral symmetry, mass corrections to fermion are logarithmic in E (as opposed to quadratic)
Gauge symmetry protects the bosons (no correction to photon or gluon masses)
Supersymmetry realises this by transforming bosons ↔ fermions
SUSY transforms for example a scalar boson into a spin-½ fermion, whose mass is protected
Hence, the scalar mass is also protected (precisely through SUSY)
This solves the naturalness and the hierarchy problems of the SM (at least technically)
Local gauge invariance of SUSY requires existence of spin-3/2 and spin-2 particles
This naturally introduces the spin-2 graviton, assumed to mediate the gravitational force  
Fermion and boson loops contribute with different signs to the Higgs radiative corrections:   
if there existed a symmetry relating these two, this could protect the masses of the scalar !
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 ...→
SM ? SUSY
Le  Le→ ~
~...
γ   γ→ ~
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model – MSSM
SUSY has: Ndof (bosons) = Ndof (fermions) [cf. SM: Ndof(bosons)  Ndof (fermions)]
To create supermultiplets, we need to add one superpartner to each SM particle
Superpartners have opposite spin statistics but otherwise equal quantum numbers 
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The full particle content of the MSSM: each SM helicity state has    
a corresponding “spartner” (the indices indicate the helicities of the SM partner)
The MSSM Supermultiplets
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The gauge-mixed physical states that propagate         
in space and time and that can be observed.
Neutralinos: mass eigenstates of photinos, zinos, neutral higgsinos





h0, H0, A0, H±
γ, Z0, W±























 A A1 2,  
 
1 2,  q q

ag
χ χ χ χ   0 0 0 01 2 3 4,  ,  ,  
χ χ± ± 1 2,  
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The gauge-mixed physical states that propagate         
in space and time and that can be observed.
Neutralinos: mass eigenstates of photinos, zinos, neutral higgsinos





h0, H0, A0, H±
γ, Z0, W±























 A A1 2,  
 
1 2,  q q

ag
χ χ χ χ   0 0 0 01 2 3 4,  ,  ,  
χ χ± ± 1 2,  
Note: all scalar particles with same e-charge,               
R-parity and colour quantum number can mix !
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MSSM: take any SM diagram and switch the spin of two lines 
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R-Parity
The superpotential contains new lepton- or baryon number violating couplings 
Avoid proton decay by introducing discrete R-parity (or matter-parity):
All interactions with odd numbers of SUSY particles are forbidden (SUSY production in pairs !)
The lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is stable; if LSP neutral ? missing energy in detector





⎡ ⎤′ ′⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦















p → e +π 0
Unless couplings 








∗ ∗  or R Rs b
u u
( )3 2 1 for SM particles1
1 for SUSY partners
B L SR + +
+⎧= − = ⎨−⎩
R-parity has important phenomenological and experimental consequences (see later)
0
1χ
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R-Parity
The superpotential contains new lepton- or baryon number violating couplings 
Avoid proton decay by introducing discrete R-parity (or matter-parity):
All interactions with odd numbers of SUSY particles are forbidden (SUSY production in pairs !)
The lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is stable; if LSP neutral ? missing energy in detector
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u u
( )3 2 1 for SM particles1
1 for SUSY partners
B L SR + +
+⎧= − = ⎨−⎩
R-parity has important phenomenological and experimental consequences (see later)
0
1χ
Throughout this lecture, 
we will assume that R- arity is conserved
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SUSY and Dark Matter
R-parity provides dark matter candiates: sneutrino (ruled out?), gravitino and neutralino
The χ0 LSP as thermal relic: relic density computed as thermally avaraged cross section of 
all χ0 annihilation channels ? Cold dark matter density: ΩDMh2 ~ 〈σv〉–1 ~ 1 pb–1
Denotes particular 
SUSY parameter 















CMB measurement: 0.094 < ΩDMh2 < 0.129 strongly bounds SUSY parameter space                
[However, bounds are model-dependent: MSSM parameters, R-parity, other DM candidates, ...] 
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Observations
If SUSY is unbroken (and R-parity is conserved), the MSSM has only a single 
additional parameter arising from the new Higgs doublet
This is however not realised in nature:
In a given multiplet, the masses of the (s)particles are identical, but no scalar electron is observed
EW symmetry breaking would be impossible (positive or zero Higgs potential)
SUSY – if it exists – must be broken in the vacuum state chosen by our nature !
Spontaneous SUSY breaking is much more complicated than the EWSB in the SM
Masses are added by hand to the SUSY Lagrangian (“soft” symmetry beaking)
Unlike massive fermions, massive sfermions do not break gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian
+SUSY softL = L L
Caution: doesn’t SUSY breaking also break our all-order 
cancellation of the Higgs radiative corrections ?
? yes, but only logarithmically: δmH2 ~ ln(Λcut-off/msoft)
msoft should not be too large because we don’t want to 
finetune when stabilising the Higgs
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If SUSY is unbroken (and R-parity is conserved), the MSSM has only a single 
additional parameter arising from the new Higgs doublet
This is however not realised in nature:
In a given multiplet, the masses of the (s)particles are identical, but no scalar electron is observed
EW symmetry breaking would be impossible (positive or zero Higgs potential)
SUSY – if it exists – must be broken in the vacuum state chosen by our nature !
Spontaneous SUSY breaking is much more complicated than the EWSB in the SM
Masses are added by hand to the SUSY Lagrangian (“soft” symmetry beaking)
Unlike massive fermions, massive sfermions do not break gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian




1 1 2 2 1 2 h.c.H Hm H H m H H B H Hμ∗ ∗+ + ⋅ +
2 1 1 h.c.
c c c
u d eU QH D QH E LH+ + +A A A    
+ + +     1 2 3 c.c.a aM BB M WW M g g
Squark and slepton terms (m2A : 3×3 matrix)
Higgs boson mass terms
Trilinear Yukawa couplings (Ai : 3×3 matrices)
Gaugino mass terms
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MSSM Parameters
The MSSM defined by these soft SSB terms has a many free parameters
Let’s first recall the free Standard Model parameters:
fermion masses: 9
quark-mixing matrix (CKM): 4
boson masses: 2
coupling constants: 3
strong CP parameter: 1
∑ = 19 (included in the MSSM parameters)
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The flavour-independent sector has:
3 real gaugino couplings and 3 complex gaugino masses
Higgs sector has: complex μ (from superpotential) and B (soft-term multiplying μH1H2), and mH1, mH2
Removing 2 unphysical phases (due to U(1) symmetries), leaves 13 free parameters
MSSM Parameters
The MSSM defined by these soft SSB terms has a many free parameters
The flavour sector has (not considering neutrino mass matrices here):
6 complex 3×3 matrices: Yu, Yd, Yf (Yukawa couplings) and Au, Ad, Ae (trilinear couplings)
5 mass matrices:
This gives 153 parameters (84 moduli and 69 phases); removing unphysical phases, and using 
unitarity reduces this to 110 free parameters (69 moduli and 41 phases)
Hence, the generic MSSM has 124 free parameters (of which 44 are CP-violating phases!)
Many of these parameters are already constrained from experiment:
Lepton sector: electric dipole moments (EDMs), magnetic moments, charged-lepton flavour violation
Quark sector: n-EDM, rare (radiative) B decays, flavour-changing neutral currents, CP violation
It is very difficult to introduce SSB without creating a conflict with experimental data
On the other hand: if SUSY is discovered, we’d already know much about its flavours
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Flavour-blind 
interaction
C(onstrained)MSSMs: Modeling SUSY Breaking
Through gravitational interaction (SUGRA): the minimum model mSUGRA has only                 
5 parameters:  
At GUT scale
L Rq
m m m mν≈ <  A A
The renormalisation group 
equations govern the 
running to the EW scale
At one loop all Mi /αi are 
equal, so that:
Lightest neutralino is LSP
One can assume that SSB is hidden, and the various models then differ in how the SSB is 
transmitted through flavour-blind interactions to the observables
1 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0
1 2 1 2 3
0
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|μ | is obtained from other mSUGRA
parameters and mZ after minimi-
sation of Higgs potential
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Flavour-blind 
interaction
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RG evolution of unified mSUGRA mass parameters
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Flavour-blind 
interaction
C(onstrained)MSSMs: Modeling SUSY Breaking
Through gravitational interaction (SUGRA): the minimum model mSUGRA has only                 
5 parameters:  
Through gauge interaction (GMSB): “messenger fields” transmit the SSB to the MSSM 
At GUT scale
L Rq
m m m mν≈ <  A A
The renormalisation group 
equations govern the 
running to the EW scale
At one loop all Mi /αi are 
equal, so that:
Lightest neutralino is LSP
One can assume that SSB is hidden, and the various models then differ in how the SSB is 
transmitted through flavour-blind interactions to the observables
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The SSB scale is much smaller than in SUGRA                     
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Gaugino Mass Hierarchies
mSUGRA – Jets, leptons & missing energyM3 > M2 > M1
Gluino may be long lived,                        
at least 4-body decayM2 > M1 > M3
M1 > M3 > M2
M2 > M3 > M1
M3 > M1 > M2
Hierarchy
Jets & missing energy and/or                 
lightest slepton charged 
Only jets & missing energy
Lepton cascades,                              
lightest slepton charged
Phenomenological Consequences
© David E. Kaplan, HCP Summer School, CERN 2007
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The Supersymmetric Higgs Sector










⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
2 42
HV H Hμ λ= +
Theoretical reasons: 
1. Require Σf∈Gen..Yf = 0 to cancel chiral anomalies
2. In SM, masses of weak isospin fermions created 
by φ and iτ2φ∗, but conjugated superfields not 
allowed in superpotential
Remember, the SM Higgs potential reads:
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The Supersymmetric Higgs Sector










⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
The MSSM potential involving the Higgs fields reads
1( 2)
22 2 2
1(2) 12( ,  )Hm m m Bμ μ= + =
The only free parameters are the mi. Quartic couplings of the Higgs are constrained by the gauge 
coupling constants, g, g’, in SUSY, while they are free (parameterised by λ) in the SM
Contrary to the SM, an upper bound on the lightest Higgs mass can be set in SUSY !
Theoretical reasons: 
1. Require Σf∈Gen..Yf = 0 to cancel chiral anomalies
2. In SM, masses of weak isospin fermions created 
by φ and iτ2φ∗, but conjugated superfields not 
allowed in superpotential
( )( ) ( )2 22 2 2 22 2 2 † 2 2 21 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 12 1 2 1 21 18 2 i j i jH ijV g g H H g H H m H m H m H H H Hε ∗ ∗′= + − + + + − +
SM: λ SM: µ terms
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SUSY Higgs Doublet – Species & Masses
The vacuum expectation values (VEV) of the neutral Higgs fields are:
v1(2) gives mass to fermions with weak isospin Iz= –1/2 [di , ei ] (+1/2 [ui , νI ])
The ratio of VEVs determines the mixing parameter: tanβ = v2 / v1
( )20 0 2 2 21 1 2 2 1 2/ 2,  / 2    with   246 GeVH v H v v v v= = + = =
After EWSB, 5 out of 8 degrees of freedom (dof) become the physical Higgs fields
As in the SM, the remaining 3 dof become the longitudinal modes of W+, W– and Z0
(light) (heavy)
-even -even -odd,  , , ,  CP CP CPh H A H H
+ −
The 6 parameters of the MSSM Higgs sector reduce to 2. By convention use: tanβ, mA
Large tanβ values enhance MSSM Higgs couplings to down-type fermions, such as b and τ
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MSSM Higgs Searches at LEP
The masses of the physical fields are obtained by minimising the Higgs potential; at tree level: 
( ) 1 222 2 2 2 2 21 4 cos2
2h A Z A Z A Z Z


















⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

If there weren’t higher order corrections (mh< 128 GeV) it would have been excluded already !
2 2
A W WH
m m m m± = + >
For mA? mZ [“decoupling”] ? mH± ≈ mA ≈ mH and mh ≈ mZ |cos2β | 
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MSSM Higgs Searches at LEP
L i m i t s   f r o m   L E P . . .
The masses of the physical fields are obtained by minimising the Higgs potential; at tree level: 
( ) 1 222 2 2 2 2 21 4 cos2
2h A Z A Z A Z Z
m m m m m m m mβ⎛ ⎞= + − + − <⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
If there weren’t higher order corrections (mh< 128 GeV) it would have been excluded already !
2 2
A W WH
m m m m± = + >
For mA? mZ [“decoupling”] ? mH± ≈ mA ≈ mH and mh ≈ mZ |cos2β | 
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Latest φ (H, A) → ττ Search from CDF
CDF public note 9071, Oct 2007
( )pp b bb Xφ→ → +
CDF public note 89541, Augt 2007
? see talk by 
Gervasio Gómez
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Digression: SUSY Higgs – Couplings
SUSY Higgs couplings to gauge bosons:
Trilinear couplings VVHi, V=W,Z (do not exist for H± (charge conservation) A (CP invariance)): 
g(VVh) ∝ sin(α–β) and g(VVH) ∝ mV cos(α–β) ? g(VVh)2 + g(VVH)2 = g(VVH)MS
Note: no γγH or γZH couplings (mγ = 0), nor γZH coupling (CP invariance)
Trilinear couplings VHiHj,:
ZhA, ZHA, ZH+H–, γH+H–, and WH±h, WH±H, WH±A
Note: Zhh, ZHh, ZHH, ZAA forbidden (CP invariance)
Quartic couplings:
ZZHiH, W+W–HiHj, (Hi,j = h, H, A, H±), γγ H+H–, γZH+H–, ZWH±Hi, γWH±Hi (Hi,j = h, H, A), 
SUSY Higgs couplings to fermions:
Trilinear Yukawa couplings between Higgs and two fermions (dominated by heavy top, bottom quarks)
λ(Hipp) ∝ mp×f (trig(α)/trig(β)), where p=u,d-type, and Hi = h, H, A, 
λ(H±pq) ∝ f(mp,mq) × VCKM × f ’(trig(α), trig(β))
Note: A, H± couplings to down-type quarks increase with tanβ, while those to up-type quarks decrs.
Couplings to τ also important for searches at LHC
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SUSY – Résumé and Comments
The MSSM naturally responds to a number of SM problems:
The quadratic divergence of the Higgs radiative corrections becomes logarithmic
SUSY “naturalises” the Higgs and cures the hierarchy problem by introducing new fields at O(TeV)
Grand unification of the forces at high scale is achieved
The existence of a spin-2 graviton (and a spin-3/2 gravitino) is naturally embedded in SUSY
SUSY provides a cold dark matter candidate ? LSP
BUT: no experimental evidence for SUSY yet ? SUSY has entered finetuning territory 
(“little hierarchy problem”) 
Other SUSY models exist, for example the controversial Split Supersymmetry
Following the anthropic principle, it is suggested to not cure the hierarchy problem with SUSY
Lightest Higgs and gaugino sector light (keeps dark matter candidate and GUT)
Very heavy sfermions at MSUSY scale O(1010 GeV)
Cures problem that no indirect SUSY hints have been observed




350 GeV2 sec.  
10  TeVg g
M
m
τ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞≈ × ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ 
gluinos must decay 
through (heavy) squarks
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and tomorrow …
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E x t e n d i n g   t h e
S t a n d a r d   M o d e l 
  t    i     t  




Perhaps the problem 
with the hierarchy is that 
we use the wrong MPl ? 
Could there be strong 
gravity at the TeV scale ?
1.4 x 1032 KPlanck Temperature
5.4 x 10–44 s Planck Time
1.6 x 10–33 cm Planck Length
1.2 x 1019 GeV/c2Planck Mass
Value Quantity
? more detailed introduction to 
ED’s by Jose Wudka tomorrow
Simulation of a black 
hole in the ATLAS 
detector
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Extra Dimensions (EDs) ?
Since the very end of the last century, an old theory (~1920), invented to unify gravitation and 
EM interaction was rediscovered to solve the hierarchy problem… the Kaluza-Klein theory
ED theories associate “Kaluza-Klein towers” with the particles propagating in (compact) EDs
String theory requires 10–11 space-time dimensions ? ≤ 7 extra spatial dimensions (ED) ? 
String theory acts at scale Mstring ~ MPl ~ 1019 GeV ~ 1.6 10–33 cm ? not observable at LHC
Up to MEW ~ 102 GeV ~ 1.6 10–16 cm [SM], and 10–2 cm [Gravitation] EDs can be excluded
Relatively large EDs in which gravitons propagate are thus not excluded; the SM particles 
could be confined in a smaller sub-space: a “brane”
Gravity would allow us to probe the EDs
Unfortunately, since gravity is a very weak force, and the EDs are small, we can hardly see 
the effects of them in a laboratory… unless gravitation could be amplified making extra 
dimensions of up to a mm possible ?
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Extra Dimensions are Compactified …
If there are extra (spatial) dimensions …
…why did we only observe 3 spatial dimensions so far ?
If there are extra (spatial) di ensions 
hy did e only observe 3 spatial di ensions so far ?
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Extra Dimensions are Compactified …
Extra space dimensions are hidden from view because 
they are "compactified“, i.e., tightly rolled up. In this 
demonstration, a 2D surface is rolled up in a tube (bottom), 
becoming so tightly rolled that it looks like a 1D line (top). 
[Graphics by Mark McLellan]. 
If the size of the compact ED is much smaller 
than the wavelength of the particles we are 
observing, then the ED could remain hidden 
If the size of the co pact ED is uch s aller 
than the avelength of the particles e are 
observing, then the ED could re ain hidden 
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Extra Dimensions and Newton’s Gravitation
Let us consider d EDs with some size R, the distance r12 between two masses m1 and m2
If r12  R, we approximately live in a 4D world with gravitational force:
( )
(4)
(4) 1 2 1 2
12 22 (4) 2
12 Pl 12




If r12  R, we live in a (4+d)D world with the modified Newton force:
( )
(4 )
(4 ) 1 2 1 2













From continuity at r12 = R, one finds:
( ) ( )2 2(4) (4 )Pl Pl dd dM M R++= ⋅
At the LHC scale of MD ≡ MPl(4+d) ~ 1 TeV, one finds:
d=1: R ~ 1014 cm (excluded from large scale gravitation tests, e.g., planetary orbits)
d=2: R ~ 10–2 cm (limit from gravitation tests) ? only probes energy scale R–1 ~ 2 10–3 eV !
d=3: R ~ 10–7 cm (allowed)
4D gravity is diluted by 
the extra dimension !
The Planck scale is no 
longer fundamental !
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~5cm
Measuring Gravity at Short Distances
Eöt-Wash Torsion pendulum experiments:
Missing masses are 10 holes in Al ring
2 Cu rotating attractor disks with 10 holes
Upper disk: holes as Al ring
Lower (thicker) disk: holes displaced
If G = Newton, twists from both disks cancel
Twist measured by reflecting laser light
Surfaces gold-coated to shield EM forces
Parametrise break-down of 1/r 2 law by: 12 /1 212
12
( ) 1 rGm mV r e
r
λα −⎡ ⎤= + ⋅⎣ ⎦ Hoyle et al.hep-ph/0405262
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Measuring Gravity at Short Distances
Eöt-Wash Torsion pendulum experiments:
Missing masses are 10 holes in Al ring
2 Cu rotating attractor disks with 10 holes
Upper disk: holes as Al ring
Lower (thicker) disk: holes displaced
If G = Newton, twists from both disks cancel
Twist measured by reflecting laser light
Surfaces gold-coated to shield EM forces
Parametrise break-down of 1/r 2 law by: 12 /1 212
12
( ) 1 rGm mV r e
r
λα −⎡ ⎤= + ⋅⎣ ⎦ Hoyle et al.hep-ph/0405262
Data with fitted “gravitational signals”
No deviation from Newton law seen
Newtonian fits agree with observed twist 
patterns (2006 results)
1 dominant ED: R < 44 μm 
2 equal sized EDs: MD > 3.2 TeV
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Measuring Gravity at Short Distances
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The Pioneer 10 /11 Anomaly
Pioneer 10: launched in March 2, 1972; it left the solar system 1983;             
now heading towards Aldebaran (Taurus constellation)
Anomaly consists of (blue-shifted) 
Doppler frequency drift, that can be 
interpreted as acceleration of ~10–9 g 
towards Sun
Known systematic effects ~15% (incl. 
computation accuracy and internal and 
external spacecraft systems)
Unknown systematics ? 
Gas leaks [would be sufficient, but why both 
spacecrafts, and why directed]
Heat [much available from Pl source; however, 
wouldn’t be constant over all times]
Modified gravity ? 
see, e.g., Anderson et al.
gr- qc/0104064
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Kaluza-Klein Towers
Suppose a massless scalar φ in a 5D space. 1D, y, is compactified on a circle with radius R
This requires periodic boundary conditions:
which translate into a quantification of the momentum in this dimension: p = n/R
( ) ( )(4) (4), , 2  ,  x y x y n R nφ φ π= + ⋅ ∈]
Developing φ into Fourier series of y, 
one finds that the ensemble of φn represents a Kaluza-Klein (KK) tower of momentum eigenstates,      
KK-modes, and the mass-squared of the mode φn in 4D (solution of Klein-Gordon equation) is given by:
P 17~2 10 cm2
2 2
0





−×⎛ ⎞= + ⇒ Δ =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
( ) ( )(4) (4), inyn
n n
x y x eφ φ φ= =∑ ∑
KK attempted in 1920 to unify EM interactions and gravitation with their theory: they have developed the 
metric between space-time and the 5th D around small perturbations proportional to the photon field Aμ.





In the KK theory, G(4) is only a reflection of the real gravitational constant G(5), 
reduced by the extra dimension !
(nth excitations of ground state)



















The SM fields are trapped on 4D SM brane; only gravitons see the ED y and have KK states 
[would the SM fields propagate into the large ED, they would associate KK towers that we should have observed already]
Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, 
Dvali, hep-ph/9803315







The small 4D coupling of the graviton to the SM particles is compensated at large enough 
energy by the large number of accessible KK states that is summed over                                
[remember: the mass difference of a KK towers is given by the (small) energy scale (R–1) of the large ED]
No momentum conservation per ED, i.e., gravitons are emitted into ED by SM fields
1. pp → jet + missing energy (from undetected sum of accessible KK graviton towers)
2. gravitons can modify SM cross sections through loops (here: all KK towers are virtually accessible)
Main ADD ED signatures at the LHC: 



























Variation of this model for small EDs: let SM 
propagate into the bulk. Translation invariance 
along ED provides conservation of KK number 
in 4D theory ? “LKP” for odd number of EDs
(“KK parity” (–1)n). SUSY-like phenomenology.
[Appelquist-Cheng-Dobrescu , 2001]
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Gauge Forces in the Bulk ?
Interactions between SM fields measured to very high accuracy ~ 10–16 cm
If gauge forces acted in the 
bulk, deviations to SM should 
measurable
Indeed, the boundary conditions 
in the compactified ED would 
create KK towers (? Z’, γ ’, …
excitations) for SM fields
For large EDs, the KK mass 
splitting would be small 
enough to be observable




Lepton excitations also occur for 
compositness models parametrised
by contact interaction terms
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Unfortunately, there is a little secret in the ADD model.
The original purpose of it to eliminate the hierarchy 
problem is missed: although the true (4+d ) Planck scale 
is indeed of O(EW), one finds that R · MD = (MPl/MD)2/d
is a very large number (due to the large EDs). 
? ADD trades one hierarchy problem for another one !
Unfortunately, there is a little secret in the ADD odel.
The original purpose of it to eli inate the hierarchy 
proble  is issed: although the true (4+d ) Planck scale 
is indeed of (E ), one finds that R · D = ( Pl/ D)2/d
is a very large nu ber (due to the large EDs). 
ADD trades one hierarchy proble  for another one !
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Until now it was assumed that the extra dimensions 
are flat, or only weakly curved, and that they 
factorise with the other spatial dimensions
Until no  it as assu ed that the extra di ensions 
are flat, or only eakly curved, and that they 
factorise ith the other spatial di ensions
But the extra dimension could also be strongly curved 
(or "warped") by a large negative cosmological constant. 
But the extra di ension could also be strongly curved 
(or " arped") by a large negative cos ological constant. 
This has surprising consequences…This has surprising consequences
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Warped Extra Dimensions
As ADD, but special metric: ds2 = e–2k|y| ηµνdxµdxν – dy2? 4D subspace depends on y
Parameter k has dimension; basic assumption of RS: no mass hierarchies ? k ~ MD ~ MPl
Solving Einstein’s equations and integrating out y, one finds for 4D:
For a mass m0 ~ MPl, we – on the SM brane – see the red-shifted: m = m0e–πkrc !




























( )2 2Pl 1  ckrDMM ek π−= −
“warp factor”
Weak scale graviton KKs with weak scale couplings should produce universal spin-2 resonances !
RS ED signature at the LHC: the KK gravitons-to-SM couplings are enhanced by warp factor
~10–32 cm 
?
Randal-Sundrum,                 
hep-ph/9905221
3526 citations to date !
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Warped Extra Dimensions
As ADD, but special metric: ds2 = e–2k|y| ηµνdxµdxν – dy2? 4D subspace depends on y
Parameter k has dimension; basic assumption of RS: no mass hierarchies ? k ~ MD ~ MPl
Solving Einstein’s equations and integrating out y, one finds for 4D:
For a mass m0 ~ MPl, we – on the SM brane – see the red-shifted: m = m0e–πkrc !




























( )2 2Pl 1  ckrDMM ek π−= −
“warp factor”
Weak scale graviton KKs with weak scale couplings should produce universal spin-2 resonances !
RS ED signature at the LHC: the KK gravitons-to-SM couplings are enhanced by warp factor
~10–32 cm 
?
Randal-Sundrum,                 
hep-ph/9905221
3526 citations to date !
If discovered, to truly identify these spin-2 resonances as 
gravitons, one needs to demonstrate:
1. That it is indeed spin-2 (“easy” from angular distribution)
2. That couplings are universal (general relativity)               
? measure branching ratios
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EDs in Astrophysics and Cosmology 
Large EDs would act only after the inflation period; they could influence:
Primordial nucleosynthesis
Cosmic microwave background – if the gravitons decay into photons by interacting with the SM brane
A priori, nothing is known about cosmology when we enter the domain of strong 
gravitation. For example: non-perturbative effects could occur
EDs could modify the ν-nucleon scattering cross section of ultra-high energetic cosmic ν’s
EDs could modify deflection angle of gravitational lensing [limit: for d=2, MD > 4 TeV] 
EDs could influence the maximum allowed mass for neutron stars, and contribute to cooling 
of stars: limit on ED scale from super nova (SN1987A) [ d =2, MD > 50 TeV, d=4, MD > 1 TeV ]
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E x t e n d i n g   t h e




Perhaps Higgs is Goldstone 
of new interaction at scale  
Λ ~ 10 TeV, so we didn’t 
notice the interaction yet ? 
Its breaking could lead to 
new fields of mass ~ 1 TeV
that stabilize the SM for the 
“little hierarchy”: v? Λ
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A “Little(st)” Higgs ?
Seeks to solve the radiative instability of the SM Higgs sector (up to O(10 TeV))
In the “Little Higgs” model, the massless Higgs is generated (in analogy of the pion in QCD) 
as a Goldstone via SSB of a new symmetry
It’s mass is acquired during EWSB. The new symmetry being still approximately valid, the 
Higgs mass is protected (at 1-loop order) and stays small
Breaking SU(5) requires at least one heavy, O(TeV), new particle for each particle 
contributing to the radiative corrections of the Higgs, which cancel the SM corrections
By construction: the W±H, ZH cancel the weak divergence, a new quark T cancels the top-quark 
divergence, the new Higgs triplet cancels the SM Higgs divergence
The new heavy top and gauge bosons decay into their SM partners through associated Higgs 
production. These and the new Higgs fields could be discovered at the LHC
As new symmetry one could use SU(5), embedding the unified gauge group (SU(2)×U(1))2
Breaking SU(5) by a VEV into SO(5) creates 14 “Goldstone” bosons
Then, the group (SU(2)×U(1))2 is broken into SU(2)L×U(1)Y, where 4 of the 14 Goldstone bosons are 
used to create massive longitudinal SM gauge fields (W±H, ZH, AH) of the broken gauge group
Among the remaining Goldstone bosons one finds a complex scalar doublet (SM Higgs), and a 
scalar triplet with 5 Higgs bosons: φ0 , φ± , φ ±±
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C o n c l u s i o n s
o f   t h e   p h e n o m e n o l o g i c a l   i n t r o d u c t i o n
    l   i   
o f   t h e   p h e n o  e n o l o g i c a l   i n t r o d u c t i o n
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Model Building Beyond the SM: Historical Overview
Slide: © Geraldine Servant, CERN & Saclay, Aug 2007
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Andreas Hoecker, CERN
Part 2 – Experimental Searches 
XI Mexican Workshop on Particles and Fields, Nov 7-12, 2007, Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Mexico
Discovery Physics at the LHC
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Lecture Themes
Lectures based on many, many sources… please contact me for the list
I. Phenomenology beyond the Standard Model





LHC, ATLAS and CMS: Experimental Challenges  
Searches at the LHC: SUSY, Extra Dimensions, Little Higgs
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L H C ,   A T L A S   a n d   C M S
E x p e r i m e n t a l   C h a l l e n g e s
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C E R N   &   T H E   L H C
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CMS
ATLAS
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F o u r   M a j o r   E x p e r i 
m e n t s   a t   t h e   L H C
j i
LHC: The Accelerator Challenge
The search for new phenomena exploits smaller and smaller 
distances ? larger and larger energies
The LHC collides protons at ECM = 14 TeV? probing a distance of 
1.4 10–18 cm ? … not quite, since protons are composites 
Want to produce rare new particles ? need high intensity beams
Proton energy is limited by magnets that guide the circular beams
Eproton ~ 0.3·B·r : since radius is fixed, use as strong fields as 
possible (> 8 T), and fill all free LHC sections with magnets (~2/3)
LHC dipole section. Proton-proton 
acceleration requires two beam pipes
ATLAS CMS LHCb
and also ALICE !
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The LHC and its Experiments
ATLAS CMS
ALTAS and CMS have same 
physics goals: concentrate on 
“high-pT” discovery physics
The detector concepts are however 
different: this provides necessary 
redundancy and fruitful competition
LHCb
LHCb looks like a fixed-target 
experiment (though it is not!), 
because it concentrates on 
low-pT B physics
ALICE
ALICE will exploit high-
energetic nucleus-nucleus 
(“heavy-ion”) collisions
There are two more (much smaller) experiments at the LHC: TOTEM (measuring 
elastic and diffractive processes), and LHCf (testing cosmic shower models)
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The Experimental Challenges
At high luminosity (1034 cm–2s–1), ~25 “pile-up” interactions will occur in one bunch crossing
Need extremely fast detector response within 25 ns “exposure time” (= 40 MHz bunch crossing rate)
Need fine granular detector to “reconstruct” and filter out interesting events  
18 superimposed pp collisions in CMS tracker
(there are also 4 muons from Higgs decay…)
Basic detector concepts:
Symmetric beams ? symmetric detector, pointing geometry
Collision products move from the interaction point outwards
Trajectories of charged particles bending in B field are measured
Calorimeters measure electron, photon, hadron energy deposits
Tracks of remaining (unabsorbed) muons are measured
Event reconstruction:
“Trigger” on (= flag) an interesting event, and read out detector
Reconstruction starts with detector signals:
space points from ionization by charged particles in tracking systems
energies from showers in calorimeter cells/crystals
signals from particle-identification detectors (sensitive to mass of particles)
“Fit” track helices to space points
“Cluster” adjacent calorimeter energy deposits
pile-up events produce low pT hadrons
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• Silicon pixels + strips
• No dedicated particle identification
• B = 4T  
• σ(pT) ~ 1.5% (at 100 GeV, η = 0)
• Silicon pixels + strips
• TRT with particle identification
• B = 2T
• σ(pT) ~ 3.8% (at 100 GeV, η = 0)
INNER TRACKER
• Drift tubes + CSC (fwd)
• σ(pT) ~ 13 / 4.5% (1 TeV, η = 0)
(standalone / combined with tracker)
• Monitored drift tubes + CSC (fwd)
• σ(pT) ~ 10.5 / 10.4% (1 TeV, η = 0)
(standalone / combined with tracker)
MUON 
• Brass / scint.
• σ(E) ~ 100% / √E ⊕ 8% (Barrel)
• Fe / Scint. & Cu-liquid argon
• σ(E) ~ 45% / √E  ⊕ 1.3% (Barrel)HAD CALORIMETER
• PbWO4 scintillation crystals 
• σ(E) ~ 3–5.5% / √E  ⊕ 0.5%
• No longitudinal segmentation
• Saturation at 1.7 TeV
• Pb / Liquid argon accordion
• σ(E) ~ 10–12% / √E ⊕ 0.2–0.35%               
• Uniform longitudinal segmentation 
• Saturation at ~ 3 TeV
EM CALORIMETER
• Solenoid
• Calorimeters inside field
• 1 magnet 
• Solonoid + Air-core muon toroids
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Electron, Photon and Muon Identification
Electrons and Photons (e, γ) – combine information from calorimeters and tracking devices
e, γ provide narrow clusters in electromagnetic calorimeter, and deposit all their energy therein
e (γ) clusters must (not) match with incoming track
e can be separated from pions using transition radiation in TRT (ATLAS)
For many interesting physics processes e’s and γ’s are isolated from other particles
However, not so for e’s from charm and beauty decays and γ’s from π0 decays
Backgrounds stem mostly from misidentified jets
Muons (µ) – identified using muon chambers at outer detector (other particles are absorbed)
µ momentum and charge can be determined from track bending in B field of muon chambers
Backgrounds stem mostly from charged π/K decays in flight
ATLAS
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Feynman graphs for quark-quark,  
quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scattering
Jets and “Missing Transverse Energy”
Jets – reconstruction in calorimeters (use 
of tracking devices can help)
Jets are QCD hard scattering processes
Because of QCD confinement, the outgoing 
quarks and gluons “hadronize” into 
colourless hadrons (and other particles)
Jets dominate high-pT cross section at LHC
While jets are interesting in its own right
…they are dominant background for rare 
processes, like decays of Higgs particles
Reconstruction rather bold: take all clusters 
(and tracks) within cone around jet axis
Jet energy calibration is a major headache
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Feynman graphs for quark-quark,  
quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scattering
Jets and “Missing Transverse Energy”
Jets – reconstruction in calorimeters (use 
of tracking devices can help)
Jets are QCD hard scattering processes
Because of QCD confinement, the outgoing 
quarks and gluons “hadronize” into 
colourless hadrons (and other particles)
Jets dominate high-pT cross section at LHC
While jets are interesting in its own right
…they are dominant background for rare 
processes, like decays of Higgs particles
Reconstruction rather bold: take all clusters 
(and tracks) within cone around jet axis
Jet energy calibration is a major headache A hadronic shower consists of:
EM energy (e.g., π0 → γγ) O(50%)
non-EM energy (e.g., dE/dx from π±,µ±,K±) O(25%)
invisible energy (nuclear fission/excitation) O(25%)
escaped energy (e.g. neutrinos) O(2%)
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Feynman graphs for quark-quark,  
quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scattering
Jets and “Missing Transverse Energy”
Jets – reconstruction in calorimeters (use 
of tracking devices can help)
Jets are QCD hard scattering processes
Because of QCD confinement, the outgoing 
quarks and gluons “hadronize” into 
colourless hadrons (and other particles)
Jets dominate high-pT cross section at LHC
While jets are interesting in its own right
…they are dominant background for rare 
processes, like decays of Higgs particles
Reconstruction rather bold: take all clusters 
(and tracks) within cone around jet axis
Jet energy calibration is a major headache
Missing Transverse Energy
In principle: ET,miss = ∑I,jET,iET,jcos(φI − φj) = 0 at LHC
If ET,mis ≠ 0, particles may have escaped detection (e.g., neutrinos, or New Physics)
Fake ET,mis can be easily created by acceptance effects, miscalibration, instrumental failures






















At LHC, the total event rate is 
dominated by huge QCD cross section
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S i m u l a t i n g           
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c       
E v e n t s   w i t h   A T L A S
i l i  
i i
i
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Minimum bias event 
rejected by Trigger
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lots of γ’s
and tracks
Micro Black Hole  
accepted by Trigger
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S e a r c h e s   a t   t h e   L H C 
― L H C   S t a r t u p  ―
   r        t   t        
      t  r t    
Recall: 1 pb–1 = 1036 cm–2
1 second at L = 1031 cm–2s–1? ∫Ldt = 10–5 pb–1
1 non-stop running day at L = 1031 cm–2s–1? ∫Ldt = 0.86 pb–1
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Many Searches do NOT Require High Lumi
Even with several 100 pb–1 many New Physics signals visible over large part of 
parameter space. Extend current Tevatron limits after few pb–1 of 14 TeV data …
SUSY: 500 GeV sparticles produced with O(pb) cross sections, spectacular signature 
Significant reach for excited quarks, Z’ and RS gravitons (over DY background), …
Quickly reach multi-TeV sensitivity to SUSY and resonances 
Can even exclude Higgs mass ranges (in particular for MSSM Higgses)
Discovery claim requires the understanding of the Standard Model backgrounds
QCD jets and underlying event
b-quark production
top-quark production
W, Z, Drell-Yan production with jets  
[Cavern background and pileup less important during low-luminosity phase]
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Perform and maximally exploit test-beam measurements to understand detector 
components and tune simulation
Perform realistic dress rehearsals to test acquisition, streaming and distribution of data  
Test calibration and alignment procedures with “as-installed” simulation samples
Precisely map B-fields with survey data from magnetic probes
Electronics channels are calibrated and mapped as dead or noisy with charge and/or 
external source injections 
Collect large cosmic ray muon samples for initial detector alignment (barrel)
Use beam halo events for initial end-cap alignment
Need to early and fully commission the experiments to reach performance goals
Before LHC collisions:
Start-up Detector Commissioning (I)
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Muon from simulated 
ttbar event using tilted        




True track not aligned 
with drift circles 
Tubes slightly tilted 
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With LHC collisions:
Start-up Detector Commissioning (II)
Quickly time-in detector components with LHC bunches and trigger signal
Subsequently operate hardware and software triggers with min. bias events; first com-
mission single-object triggers, followed by topological signatures, isolation and ET,miss
Copious isolated tracks used to improve inner tracker alignment; use additional 
information from E/p of tracks with opposite charge, and K0, Λb mass and lifetimes
Initial monitor of uniformity (azimuthally and ±η) of calorimeter response
Initial checks of calorimeter simulation by comparing track E/p and jet shower shapes
Collect low-pT leptons from c, b and J/ψ, ϒ → μμ decays (>100k registered J/ψ /pb–1)
Collect high-pT leptons from W and Z decays (~7k/pb–1 and ~2k/pb–1)
Quickly map pre-calorimeter material to O(1%) with photon conversions, also use 
momentum dependence of invariant mass reconstruction of light resonances
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With LHC collisions:
Start-up Detector Commissioning (III)
EM inter-calibration with inclusive electrons, later with Z → ee (~100 pb–1 for 0.7% EM 
uniformity (ATLAS)), also for global EM energy scale (similar: μ scale with Z → μμ)
Hadronic track and jet inter-calibration with E/p, ET balancing in di-jet, γ-jet, Z-jet 
events; global jet energy scale to < 5% after few months (ATLAS)
Jet calibration with ttbar events, with W→ jj & W→ e/μν (~250/pb–1); calibrate b-tagging
ET,miss reconstruction requires event cleaning from beam halo, beam-gas collisions, 
cavern bkg, cosmics, and accurate mapping of instrumental deficiencies 
Study of ET,miss tails with min. bias (ET,miss vs ΣET), Z, W events ? ~5% scale accuracy 
with 100 pb–1
Measure e and μ efficiencies and fake rates from Z→ee,μμ “tag-and-probe” method
Measure first differential and total cross sections for SM processes, study underlying 
event, verify PDFs, search for extraordinary physics, …
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Muons through calorimeter
A ttbar event with ATLAS
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Start-up Detector Commissioning: top Signal
ATLAS preliminary
50 pb–150 pb–1
W+n jets (Alpgen) & 
combinatorial background
Can we observe an early top signal with limited detector performance (no b-tag) ?
Can we use it to understand detector and physics ?
σtt ≈ 250 pb for tt → bW bW → b?ν bjj
Isolated lepton      
pT> 20 GeV
ET,miss > 20 GeV
4 jets pT> 40 GeV
2 jets M(jj ) ~ MW
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Be Ready for Surprises
Example: SUSY with very light stop (mstop ~ 137 GeV < mtop)














σst st ≈ 412 pb for st st → bχ bχ → bχ0?ν bχ0jj
Isolated lepton      
softer pT
more ET,miss
4 jets softer pT


























(Conflict with mh lower limit ?)
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Initial detector and trigger synchronisation, 
commissioning, calibration & alignment, material
Search for extraordinary new physics signatures              
Accurate in-situ alignment and EM/jet/ET,miss calibrations
Understand SUSY and Higgs backgrounds from SM
Initial SUSY and MSSM Higgs sensitivity (ET → ~2 TeV)
Higgs discovery sensitivity (MH = 130 ~ 500 GeV) 








dress rehearsals              
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and tomorrow …
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S e a r c h e s   a t   t h e   L H C 
― S u p e r s y m m e t r y  ―
   r        t   t        
    r      t r   
Search strategy: 
1. Inclusive searches. Discovery and determination of SUSY mass scale
2. If signal, exclusive searches and reconstruction of decay cascades. 
Also, interpretation within specific models
3. Attempt for less model-dependent interpretation
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Characteristic SUSY “Cascades” at the LHC
Conserved R-parity requires existence of a lightest stable SUSY particle (LSP). Since no 
exotic strong or EM bound states (isotopes) have been observed, the LSP should be neutral 
and colourless ?WIMP ! LSP signature just as heavy neutrino
The LSP is typically found to be a spin-½ neutralino, a linear combination of gauginos        
(in much of the SUSY parameter space the neutralino is a mixture of photino and zino)
With R-parity: SUSY production in pairs only ? requires energy 2×SUSY mass !
p p
g






“Typical” SUSY decay chain at the LHC
LSP escapes detection    
? missing ET But why the “T ” in missing ET ?
The hard-scattering processes 
are not longitudinally balanced
Hence, we do not know what 
longitudinal energy to expect
Fortunately, the events are 
transversely balanced !
X q
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Inclusive SUSY Searches
Prepare SUSY searches with Monte Carlo: since SUSY parameters unknown, choose 


















Choose a few “characteristic” points
At the limit of experimental exclusion (SU4) 
“Typical” point (SU3, light LSP and sfermions)
Special-feature points (SU1, SU2, SU6)
SU2
m½ (GeV)
J. Ellis et al, 2006
m(LSP) ~ m(NLSP)
χ 0 large Higgsino fraction
t-channel for light sleptons
m(LSP) ~ ½m(A,H)
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Inclusive SUSY Searches
Prepare SUSY searches with Monte Carlo: since SUSY parameters unknown, choose 













Choose a few “characteristic” points
At the limit of experimental exclusion (SU4) 
“Typical” point (SU3, light LSP and sfermions)
Special-feature points (SU1, SU2, SU6)
Since mSUGRA has only 5 parameters,     
it is highly constraining …and can be      
already well constrained from data !
SU2




From indirect accelerator searches 
Allowed 2σ band 





J. Ellis et al, 2006
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Inclusive SUSY Searches
Prepare SUSY searches with Monte Carlo: since SUSY parameters unknown, choose 













Choose a few “characteristic” points
At the limit of experimental exclusion (SU4) 
“Typical” point (SU3, light LSP and sfermions)
Special-feature points (SU1, SU2, SU6)
Since mSUGRA has only 5 parameters,     
it is highly constraining …and can be      
already well constrained from data !
SU2




From indirect accelerator searches 
Allowed 2σ band 





J. Ellis et al, 2006An example for the interplay between                         
particle physics and cosmology
But: cann t trust ΩDM constraints ! 
- what if gr vity is modified ? 
- what if R-parity is violated ?
- what if SUSY breaking is gauge-mediated ? 
- …
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Probing mSUGRA
C. Clement (CERN) 2007





1/ 2(EW-scale) 2.7gM m≈ ⋅
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Probing mSUGRA
C. Clement (CERN) 2007





( )2 2 2 20 1/ 20.49 0.27 cos 2Le Zm m m M β≈ + ⋅ − ⋅
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Probing mSUGRA
C. Clement (CERN) 2007
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Probing mSUGRA
C. Clement (CERN) 2007
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Probing mSUGRA
C. Clement (CERN) 2007
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Probing mSUGRA
C. Clement (CERN) 2007
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Inclusive SUSY Searches … continued
The precise signatures of the 
SUSY “cascades” are driven by 
the masses of the SUSY particles
To good generality we can expect:
High-pT jets from squark & gluino decays
Leptons from gaugino & slepton decays
Missing energy from LSPs
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Inclusive SUSY Searches … continued
The precise signatures of the 
SUSY “cascades” are driven by 
the masses of the SUSY particles
To good generality we can expect:
High-pT jets from squark & gluino decays
Leptons from gaugino & slepton decays
Missing energy from LSPs
This lays out an inclusive search 
strategy
Detector requirements:
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Inclusive SUSY Searches … continued
The precise signatures of the 
SUSY “cascades” are driven by 
the masses of the SUSY particles
To good generality we can expect:
High-pT jets from squark & gluino decays
Leptons from gaugino & slepton decays
Missing energy from LSPs
This lays out an inclusive search 
strategy
Detector requirements:
Excellent EM & jet-energy measurement
Excellent lepton identification
Hermeticity (good acceptance)
Run II V. Shary @ CALOR04
Measuring missing energy is a tough task ! 
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≈ ( , ) 1.5 TeVm q g
fully inclusive
Inclusive SUSY Searches … continued
A sensitive variable to detect SUSY decays is the “effective mass”: = + ∑eff ,miss
jets, leptons
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≈ ( , ) 1.5 TeVm q g 0
fully inclusive
Inclusive SUSY Searches … continued
A sensitive variable to detect SUSY decays is the “effective mass”: = + ∑eff ,miss
jets, leptons
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≈ ( , ) 1.5 TeVm q g 0
fully inclusive≥ 1 Lepton
Inclusive SUSY Searches … continued
A sensitive variable to detect SUSY decays is the “effective mass”: = + ∑eff ,miss
jets, leptons
T TM E p
Requiring ≥1 lepton reduces QCD background by factor of 20–30, with signal loss of only 
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mSUGRA limits on squark and gluino masses from D0 (Tevatron)
Squarks and Gluinos: Reach of the LHC
Note: newer results than shown available ? see talk by R. van Kooten
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Squarks and Gluinos: Reach of the LHC
Experiments evaluate their SUSY 
discovery potential using some 
“standard” mSUGRA setup
>(2σ) 0.35 TeV∫ = 0.3 fb–1D0 & CDF



















5σ discovery reach for SUSY:
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Comparison with Direct Dark Matter Searches
There also exist direct searches for WIMP’s through elastic scattering between cosmic 
WIMP (e.g., a neutralino) and nucleus, generating a recoil energy spectrum of the nucleus
Complementary sensitivity to mSUGRA











cross section limits in pb
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Comparison with Direct Dark Matter Searches
There also exist direct searches for WIMP’s through elastic scattering between cosmic 
WIMP (e.g., a neutralino) and nucleus, generating a recoil energy spectrum of the nucleus
Complementary sensitivity to mSUGRA












New generation of 
tonne-scale experiments 
(sensitivity to WIMP-nucleon 











cross section limits in pb
10–10 pb
10–8 pb
Boulby mine in UK
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Once SUSY has been Discovered … Measure it !
Inclusive SUSY discovery will provide indications about underlying scenario:
SUSY mass scale and cross section
R-parity (ET,miss spectrum), Gauge-mediated SB (hard γ’s, NLSP’s, long-lived gluinos), large tanβ (τ’s)
Exclusive reconstruction of SUSY final states is possible:
Select final state signatures that identify exclusive decay chains (e.g., 2 or 3 final state leptons)
Apply kinematic constraints to eliminate escaped particles (e.g., LSP)
Fit, e.g., masses of particles in decay chain
However, fundamental SUSY parameters (masses, couplings, spins, …) can only be 
inferred from direct measurements of sparticle properties
Remarks:
R-parity conservation: at least two LSP’s in event ? no direct mass peaks, but kinematic “endpoints”
These endpoints depend on the masses of the involved particles
When cascade of at least 3 consecutive two-body decays occurred ? full kinematics accessible
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Exclusive Reconstruction: An Example





m mχ<A 3 two-body decays !
leptons have same flavour !
(use for background fighting)
Di-lepton kinematic endpoint:
( )( )0 0
2 1
max 2 2 2 21
R R
R
m m m m m
m χ χ
= − − AA A A 
A
di-lepton mass (GeV)         di-lepton mass (GeV)          
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… Also Reconstructing the Jet





m mχ<A 3 two-body decays !
Theoretical kinematic endpoint of the q?+?–
system:




max 2 2 2 21
Lq q
m m m m m
m χ χ χχ
= − −AA   

Choose jet that 
minimises mq?? to 
determine endpoint
 j t t t 
i i i q?? t  
t r i  i t
Choose jet that 
maximises mq?? to 
determine threshold
 j t t t 
i i q?? t  
t r i  t r l
endpoint fit threshold fit
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… Also Reconstructing the Jet





m mχ<A 3 two-body decays !
Theoretical kinematic endpoint of the q?+?–
system:




max 2 2 2 21
Lq q
m m m m m
m χ χ χχ
= − −AA   

One can also look into the corresponding q? endpoints and thresholds
In total 6 distributions can be fit to determine the corresponding sparticle masses
An ATLAS study for 100 fb–1 finds mass precisions of 12% (χ1), 6% (χ2), 9% (?R~), 3% (qR~)
Thorough experimental and theoretical work will be necessary to control the backgrounds
from other jet-lepton(-lepton) combinations in the event and initial state radiation of jets
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ATLAS estimate for 300 fb–1,   
with simulated mgluino = 588 GeV, 
giving σ(mgluino) of O(10 GeV) 
 ti t  f r  f –1,   
it  i l t  gluino   , 
i i  ( gluino) f (  ) 
To reject combinatorial 
background, use only b jets
bb
Lb
… Reconstructing sbottom and gluino Masses
Let’s look again at the full decay chain:





Close to the ?+?– endpoint, the χ2
(~in rest) has residual momentum:
( ) ( )0102 1 mp pmχχ + −
⎛ ⎞≈ + ⋅⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

AA
G G A A
The gluino and sbottom masses are 
then obtained from the bbχ2 and bχ2
invariant masses, respectively
The neutralino masses are known 
from the preceding analysis          
? χ2 4-vector is known
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To reject combinatorial 
background, use only b jets
bb
Lb
… Reconstructing sbottom and gluino Masses
Let’s look again at the full decay chain:





Close to the ?+?– endpoint, the χ2
(~in rest) has residual momentum:
( ) ( )0102 1 mp pmχχ + −
⎛ ⎞≈ + ⋅⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

AA
G G A A
The gluino and sbottom masses are 
then obtained from the bbχ2 and bχ2
invariant masses, respectively
The neutralino masses are known 
from the preceding analysis          
? χ2 4-vector is known
The sbottom mass is then best obtained 
from mass difference (reduces errors)
One can do better by using all events 
(not only those at ?+?– endpoint) together 
with a global fit to full decay kinematics
ATLAS estimate for 300 fb–1,   
with two peaks for the mass 
eigenstates b1 and b2
 ti t  f r  f –1,   
it  t   f r t   
i t t  1  2
0
1(2) 2g b b bbχ→ → 





























Decay chain sensitive to fermionic character of χ2







If we Discovered Something… is it SUSY ? (*)
If observed, the signatures discussed so far 
provide strong hints for SUSY
To verify that the new fields are indeed the 
SM Superpartners? measure their spins
Not easy at LHC, but (hopefully) possible
θ*
quark near lepton
χ 02 (at rest)
Invariant mass of q? system 
strongly charge-dependent
Invariant mass of quark-lepton system depends on the polarization of neutralino





(*) For example, UED KK signals with WIMP LKPs could fool us !
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Measuring the χ2 Spin
Experimental Problems: 
1) Cannot distinguish “near” from “far” lepton 
2) Cannot distinguish quark from anti-quark jet Fortunately: LHC produces ~2x 
more squarks than anti-squarks
Plot mq? for both leptons





























To 1) : Some residual asymmetry left from boost of slepton in the χ2 rest frame
? see quark-lepton(far) invariant mass (parton-level):
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Measuring the χ2 Spin
Experimental Problems: 
1) Cannot distinguish “near” from “far” lepton 
2) Cannot distinguish quark from anti-quark jet Fortunately: LHC produces ~2x 
more squarks than anti-squarks
Plot mq? for both leptons
( ) ( ) 02
0
2
2sin( 2) 1 ,  if | | 1 2
sin( 2)




A sdN dm dN dm
A











Measure the asymmetry: 
+A−A




i l r  
tr  i  




i l  
i tri ti  ft r 
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Constraining the MSSM Parameter Space
SUSY fits to observables usually work in particular scenario (mSUGRA, GMSB, …) 
Mass differences (edges), sbottom & gluino masses can be measured, LSP less accurate
But: there are ambiguities on decay chain in the kinematic edge results
Cross sections versus mass scale can be used as additional information 
Relative abundance of OSSF, OSOF, SSSF, SSOF lepton pairs model dependent






Use statistical tricks to solve multi-parameter problem (Markov chains)
One can try to “inverse” the map of (1808) LHC signatures to (15 dim.) 
theory parameter space
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Gauge Mediated SUSY Breaking
Messenger scale Mm? MPl, SUSY breaking scale Fm? (1010 GeV)2
Very light gravitino (? 1 GeV) is LSP
Signatures determined by NLSP: either neutralino or slepton …
and by Cgrav parameter determining lifetime of NLSP 
0
1 Gχ γ→  R G→ A Aor
Distinguish 4 cases:
Detect in muon system 
by time-of-flight (late 
arrival compared to μ’s)
Several lepton edges, 
large measurement 
potential
ATLAS can measure γ
angle with long. EM calo
layers
Lepton-γ edges: M??,max, 
M??γ,max, M?(1,2)γ,max
Observables




For 30 fb–1, can 
exclude Cgrav→ 108, 
i.e., Fm/Mm > 104 GeV
also:
Results
stau NLSP, cτ ~ 1 km, new 
heavy quasi-stable lepton 
If N5 > 5, NLSP RH 
sleptons, large X-section →
25 pb, leptons & ET,miss
cτ(χ 0) ~ 1 km, ≈SUGRA, 
more ET,miss & non-pointing 
high-ET γ’s  




Cgrav = 1 (fast decay)
NLSP = slepton
Cgrav = 1 (fast decay)
NLSP = neutralino
Cgrav? 1 (slow decay)
NLSP = slepton





,  ,  
R
M M Mχ χA  
,  g qM M 
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The neutral and charged bosons from the two SUSY Higgs doublets are produced via: 
h, H, A: gluon-gluon- or vector-boson fusion, qq scattering with associated vector boson or heavy quark
H ±: top decay, gluon-bottom fusion, light qq′ annihilation
SUSY Higgs Discovery Potential
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Search strategies for lightest SUSY and SM Higgs are similar
Since the Higgs couples to masses, interactions with heavy particles (t, τ ) are preferred 
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Search strategies for lightest SUSY and SM Higgs are similar
Since the Higgs couples to masses, interactions with heavy particles (t, τ ) are preferred 












The h can be excluded in 
all parameter scenarios
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SUSY – Final Remarks…
SUSY could also break R-parity
(The signature could be τ ’s in final state from χ 0 → ττ decays)
SUSY could also break R-parity
(The signature could be τ ’s in final state from χ 0 ττ decays)~~
Signals due to other phenomena could look like SUSYSignals due to other pheno ena could look like SUSY
Proceed SUSY search as model-independently as possible
Check for anomalies: γ ’s, τ ’s, strange t’s
Proceed SUSY search as odel-independently as possible
Check for ano alies: γ ’s, τ ’s, strange t’s
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S e a r c h e s   a t   t h e   L H C
― E x t r a   D i m e n s i o n s  ―
   r        t   t       
  t r     i     i     
Let’s recall the effect of EDs on processes in High Energy Physics:
EDs influence cross sections of standard accelerator processes 
EDs allow production of gravitons and excited KK graviton states
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ET,miss distribution for signal for varying MD
and d, and for the dominant background
For example: MD ~ 9 (6) TeV and d = 2 (4) 
EDs yields compactification radius of 10–6μm;
No sensitivity to larger scales or EDs at LHC
In case of a discovery, it will be difficult to 
extract both MD and d
Dominant 
backgrounds
Large Extra Dimensions (ADD)
The most direct manifestation of EDs would be the presence of KK gravitons: GKK
Tiny graviton coupling: ~1/MPl compensated by large GKK multiplicity: ~(R√s)d (in E interval √s )
(partonic) cross section: σ ~ (√s / MD2)d can be macroscopic
The produced gravitons do not interact in detector
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Large Extra Dimensions (ADD)
The most direct manifestation of EDs would be the presence of KK gravitons: GKK
Tiny graviton coupling: ~1/MPl compensated by large GKK multiplicity: ~(R√s)d (in E interval √s )
(partonic) cross section: σ ~ (√s / MD2)d can be macroscopic
The produced gravitons do not interact in detector













Virtual gravitons can change the Drell-Yan 
cross section: pp → X + ?+?–, γγ leading to 
large ?+?–, γγ invariant mass tails
Figure shows m(γγ ) for d=3 and divergence 
cut-off Ms=4.7 TeV
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Large Extra Dimensions (ADD)
The most direct manifestation of EDs would be the presence of KK gravitons: GKK
Tiny graviton coupling: ~1/MPl compensated by large GKK multiplicity: ~(R√s)d (in E interval √s )
(partonic) cross section: σ ~ (√s / MD2)d can be macroscopic
The produced gravitons do not interact in detector











Disentangle MD and d via σ (√s) dependence:
Use ratio: σ (10 TeV) /σ (14 TeV)
Requires 5% accuracy (incl. knowledge of 
luminosity) to distinguish d = 2,3
Requires O(10) more luminosity at 10 TeV
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Small Extra Dimensions
In the previous example, the SM particles were confined within the SM brane; if gauge fields 
propagated into the bulk, KK excitations of γ or Z should be observed, if EDs not too small
The characteristic size of the compact dimensions is then R ~ 1/Mc ~ 1 TeV–1
Considering only 1 ED, the EW precision measurements give a lower limit Mc > 4 TeV
The masses of the KK excitations of the gauge bosons are given by: mVn2 = mV2 + (n·Mc)2
Mc = 4 TeV
100 fb–1
m?? (GeV)
The peak corresponds to the first KK 
excitation of Z: Z1 (Z1 and γ1 are ~ degenerated) 
For ATLAS: the excellent resolution of the 
calorimeter at high pT, allows to measure the 
width of the excitation in the mode e+e–
Not as good for the muons
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Small Extra Dimensions
In the previous example, the SM particles were confined within the SM brane; if gauge fields 
propagated into the bulk, KK excitations of γ or Z should be observed, if EDs not too small
The characteristic size of the compact dimensions is then R ~ 1/Mc ~ 1 TeV–1
Considering only 1 ED, the EW precision measurements give a lower limit Mc > 4 TeV
The masses of the KK excitations of the gauge bosons are given by: mVn2 = mV2 + (n·Mc)2
The peak corresponds to the first KK 
excitation of Z: Z1 (Z1 and γ1 are ~ degenerated) 
For ATLAS: the excellent resolution of the 
calorimeter at high pT, allows to measure the 
width of the excitation in the mode e+e–
Not as good for the muons
At LHC: limit up to     
Mc > 13.5 TeV
Larger masses than 4 TeV are accessible 
through interference of the SM di-lepton 
amplitude with the KK excitations 
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Randall-Sundrum Graviton decays to e+e– (I)
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Randall-Sundrum Graviton decays to e+e– (I)
Angular distribution of e+ in GKK rest frame sensitive to GKK spin and production 
1500 TeV GKK resonance over small Drell-Yan SM background
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Randall-Sundrum Graviton decays to e+e– (I)
Angular distribution of e+ in GKK rest frame sensitive to GKK spin and production 
1500 TeV GKK resonance over small Drell-Yan SM background
GKK production dominantly via gluon fusion
Acceptance discards events at |cosθ∗| → 1Spin 1
ATLAS 
100 fb–1
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At very high pT, di-electrons have better intrinsic mass resolution than di-muons
However: the EM calorimeters suffers from saturation of dynamic range (CMS > ATLAS)
Randall-Sundrum Graviton decays to e+e– (II)
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At very high pT, di-electrons have better intrinsic mass resolution than di-muons
However: the EM calorimeters suffers from saturation of dynamic range (CMS > ATLAS)
Randall-Sundrum Graviton decays to e+e– (II)
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Randall-Sundrum Graviton Exploration
Once discovered, verify that the coupling of GKK is universal
Measure branching fractions of GKK → ee, μμ, jj, bb, WW, ZZ
Use angular distributions to separate gg from qq couplings
Recall warp factor:
ckre π−
rc = (8.2 ± 0.6) · 10–32 m
k = (2.4 ± 0.2) · 1016 GeV
krc = (9.8 ± 1.1) 
Estimate model parameters rc and k from GKK mass and σ × BR
In our example of m(GKK) = 1.5 TeV, measure mass to O(1 GeV) 
precision, and σ × BR to 14% from ee channel alone (stat. limited)
With this measure:
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Randall-Sundrum Graviton Search Reach
c = k / MPl
Recall: k is curvature 
of AdS5 space
Note: theory only 
valid for c < 0.1 and 
only useful to solve 
hierarchy problem for           
Λπ = MPl exp(-krcπ) = 
MG/(3.8·c) ~ 10 TeV
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Randall-Sundrum Graviton Search Reach
All of the interesting parameter space for 1 ED can be probed with 30 fb–1
c = k / MPl
Recall: k is curvature 
of AdS5 space
Note: theory only 
valid for c < 0.1 and 
only useful to solve 
hierarchy problem for           
Λπ = MPl exp(-krcπ) = 
MG/(3.8·c) ~ 10 TeV
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Entering Trans-Planck Scales: Black Holes
Black hole universally and spherically 
evaporating into leptons, photons and jets in 
ATLAS. Final state multiplicity increases with MBH
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Entering Trans-Planck Scales: Black Holes
Strong gravity in extra dimensions allows black hole production at colliders
Cross section σBH ~ πr2, where r is Schwarzschild radius in 4+d dimensions
With MD ~ 2–3  TeV? σBH ~ O(pb) ? fast discovery for MBH < 4 TeV, d = 2-6 
Fast (τ ~ 10–27 s) thermal decay via Hawking radiation, TH ~ MD · (MD/MBH)1/(d+1)
It may be possible to determine from the observed final state energy spectrum 
and the BH cross section the characteristic Hawking temperature TH of the BH 
TH can then be related to the mass of the BH (through r) and the number of EDs
Black hole universally and spherically 
evaporating into leptons, photons and jets in 
ATLAS. Final state multiplicity increases with MBH
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Artist’s portrayal of the IC 10 X-1 system: the black hole lies at the upper left and its companion star is on the right 
In the News: New Record Black Hole: 24–33 Solar Masses
IC 10 dwarf galaxy, 
~1.8 Mlyr from earth
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S e a r c h e s   a t   t h e   L H C 
― L i t t l e   H i g g s  ―
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Little Higgs (I)
The breaking of a new SU(5) symmetry leads to new O(TeV) particles, among which are          
a new top quark (T), new gauge fields W±H, ZH, AH, and 5 new Higgs bosons











Example:                          
T signature at the LHC:
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Little Higgs (I)
The breaking of a new SU(5) symmetry leads to new O(TeV) particles, among which are          
a new top quark (T), new gauge fields W±H, ZH, AH, and 5 new Higgs bosons











Example:                          
T signature at the LHC:
T → t Z
mT = 1 TeV
300 fb–1
 t
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Little Higgs (I)
The breaking of a new SU(5) symmetry leads to new O(TeV) particles, among which are          
a new top quark (T), new gauge fields W±H, ZH, AH, and 5 new Higgs bosons











Example:                          
T signature at the LHC:
T → t Z
mT = 1 TeV
300 fb–1
 bW
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Little Higgs (II)
Transverse mass
Example:                           
new Higgs boson: φ++
φ ++ production at LHC:
4qq φ φ++ −−→ → A
too small cross section 
for discovery
uu dd ddW Wφ++ + +→ →
Vector-boson fusion:
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C o n c l u s i o n s    l   i   
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A large number of interesting SM extensions exists of which only a few have 
been mentioned in this short lecture. Among those left out are:
Next-to-MSSM extension:
Additional singlet solving the mh problem (however, may sacrifice unification of gauge couplings)
Extends Higgs sector by CP-even and odd fields, drastically changing Higgs phenomenology
Generic Z ′ and other heavy resonances:
Occur, e.g., in GUT models
Signature is heavy di-lepton invariant mass peaks
Curved extra dimensions: 
Radions
Many more: Technicolor, (Higgs) Compositness & Contact interactions, Leptoquarks, …
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Which path should I follow 
for my analysis ?
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Disclaimer: keywords based on paper titles, not including abstract or text; also: keywds. not necessarily fully representative for a topic
What SPIRES Finds Important
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Disclaimer: keywords based on paper titles, not including abstract or text; also: keywds. not necessarily fully representative for a topic
What SPIRES Finds Important
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Disclaimer: keywords based on paper titles, not including abstract or text; also: keywds. not necessarily fully representative for a topic
What SPIRES Finds Important
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Experimentalists cannot 
afford to have theoretical 
prejudice.                  
We must follow all paths!
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Most new-physics signatures 
are ambiguous 
Only the combination of 
observations and precision  
measurements can guide us to 
the fundamental theory
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Most new-physics signatures 
are ambiguous 
Only the com- bination of 
observations                  and precision  
measurements               can guide us 
to the funda- mental theory
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